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ABSTRACT

Iterative, annual performance-assessment calculations are being performed for

the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), a planned underground repository in

southeastern New Mexico, USA for the disposal of transuranic waste. The

performance-assessment calculations estimate the long-term radionuclide

releases from the disposal system to the accessible environment. The

estimation of the releases is probabilistic in nature, requiring system

parameters to be described with probability distributions. Because direct

experimental data in some areas are presently of insufficient quantity to form

the basis for the required distributions, researchers at Sandia National

Laboratories have utilized a formalized expert-judgment elicitation procedure.

Expert judgment was used to estimate the concentrations of specific

radionuclides in a brine exiting a repository room or drift as it migrates up

an intruding borehole, and also the distribution coefficients that describe

the retardation of radionuclides in the overlying Culebra Dolomite. The

variables representing these concentrations and coefficients have been shown

by the 1990 sensitivity analyses to be among the set of parameters making the

greatest contribution to the uncertainty in WIPP performance-assessment

predictions. Utilizing available information, the experts (one expert panel

addressed concentrations and a second panel addressed retardation) developed

an understanding of the problem and were formally elicited to obtain

probability distributions that characterize the uncertainty in fixed, but

unknown, quantities. The probability distributions developed by the experts

are being incorporated into the 1991 performance-assessment calculations.



PURPOSE

The purposes of this paper are to (I) describe the problem encountered in the

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) iterative, annual performance-assessment

calculations regarding input parameters, (2) describe the means of solution

using expert judgment, (3) discuss the results of this expert judgment

process, and (4) draw conclusions about the use of expert judgment in future

studies. The specific aspects of this process are discussed in the context of

the determination of radionuclide concentrations within the repository rooms

and drifts, and also the distribution coefficients describing radionuclide

retardation in the Culebra Dolomite.

INTRODUCTION

The WIPP was authorized in 1979 by Public Law 96-164 [I] as a research and

development facility "to demonstrate the safe disposal of radioactive wastes

resulting from the defense activi[ties and programs of the US exempted from

regulation by the Nuclear Regulato_.-y Commission..." Physically, the WIPP is a

facility located approximately 26 miles (42 kilometers) east of Carlsbad, New

Mexico, USA. The planned repository (experimental areas have already been

mined) was mined 2,150 feet (655 meters) below the surface, within a bedded-

salt formation. The wastes for which the WIPP is designed are laboratory and

production waste (contaminated with transuranic elements) produced by the

nuclear-weapons program. The transuranic waste destined for the WIPP is

defined as waste contaminated with radionuclides with an atomic number of 92

or greater, a half life greater than 20 years, and a concentration greater

than i00 nCi/g.



Regulatory Context

The t+_ioactive wastes discussed above are regulated by the United States

Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) "Environmental Radiation Protection

Standards for Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-Level and

Transuranic Radioactive Wastes" [2] hereinafter referred to as the Standard.

The Standard is divided into Subparts A and B. Subpart A regulates the

operation of such a facility while waste is being emplaced and prior to

closure. For the WIPP, the responsibility for complying with Subpart A rests

with Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Subpart B regulates the facility

performance after closure and for the duration of the period of regulatory

concern--lO,O00 years. Subpart B was vacated and remanded to the EPA for

revision by the U.S. Court of Appeals in 1987. The Second Modification to the

Consultation and Cooperation Agreement [3] between the Department of Energy

and the State of New Mexico requires that performance+assessment

investigations will continue based on the vacated Standard until Subpart B is

repromulgated. For the WIPP, Sandia National Laboratories (Sandia) is

responsible for conducting investigations and performing performance-

assessment calculations for use in assessing compliance with Subpart B.

One criterion upon which a decision whether or not to open the WIPP for

permanent disposal of radioactive waste is the analysis of whether there is a

reasonable expectation that the facility will be able to comply with the

requirements of three specific sections within Subpart B of the Standard. The

Containment Requirements (section 191.13) and Appendix A of the Standard,

piace limits on cumulative radioactive releases to the accessible environment

(over i0,000 years) and the probability with which these releases may ++.ccur.

The accessible environment is defined in the Standard as: "...(I) The
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atmosphere; (2) land surfaces: (3) surface waters; (4) oceans; and (5) ali of

the lithosphere that is beyond the controlled area." The Individual

Protection Requirements (section 191.15) limit the radiation dose that can be

received by any member of the public for 1,000 years after closure, assuming

that the repository is undisturbed. The Ground Water Protection Requirements

(section 191.16) limit the radionuclide concentration in special sources of

ground water for 1,000 years.

Performance Assessment

Within Section 191.13, the Standard calls for the use of performance

assessments to analyze for compliance. Performance assessment is defined in

the Standard as:

...an analysis that: (i) Identifies the processes and events that

might affect the disposal system; (2) examines the effects of these

processes and events on the performance of the disposal system; a_d

(3) estimates the cumulative releases of radionuclides, considering

the associated uncertainties, caused by ali significant processes and

events. These estimates shall be incorporated into an overall

probability distribution of release to the extent practicable.

Human intrusion is an event that is being considered in the performance

assessment. Boreholes may intersect the Culebra Dolomite and penetrate the

WIPP. The Culebra Dolomite is a rock unit with a mean thickness of 23 ft (7m)

located above the repository horizon. The specific scenarios under

consideration assume that the borehole is plugged above the Culebra Dolomite.

Before the borehole creeps closed, the migration of brine (containing

radionuclides) up the borehole is possible because of the greater hydrostatic



pressure at the repository level when compared to the hydrostatic pressure in

the Culebra Dolomite. The Culebra Dolomite has the greatest transmissivity of

any of the surrounding rock units and thus is the most likely path to the

accessible environment.

As a means of addressing the uncertainties associated with the cumulative

releases, the performance of a disposal system is analyzed probabilistically

through the use of simulation [4]. This technique uses probability

distributions describing the uncertainty of parameters of the disposal system.

These parameters include the concentrations of radionuclides in brines in the

repository rooms and drifts, the radionuclide retardation in rock units,

hydraulic conductivity in rock units, the cross-sectional area of an intruding

borehole, number of intruding boreholes, and the timing of the intruding

boreholes. An assumption is made for the modeling that the spatial average of

a parameter can be described by a single number (i.e. a fixed, but unknown,

quantity). Probability distributions describing the uncertainty about this

fixed value are developed. These probability distributions are randomly

sampled by the Latin hypercube technique (sampling from "intervals of equal

probability") to produce sees of input parameters for the computer codes that

simulate the behavior of the natural and man-made components of the disposal

system and the movement of radionuclides through this system. Calculated

cumulative releases to the accessible environment resulting from particular

combinations of events and processes (scenarios) are paired with the

probability of their occurrence to form a complementary cumulative

distribution function (CCDF) [4]. lt is the CCDF that is compared to the

Containment Requirements in assessing compliance.

gl



The WIPP Test Phase Plan [5] states that performance-assessment activities are

to be iterative in nature. With each annual iteration of the process, an

attempt is made to incorporate available data or estimates, as well as

improvements to the computer codes, and improved understanding of the

conceptual models of the disposal system. The results of the calculations and

sensitivity analyses are used to direct the experimental program, and are

published in an annually updated Preliminary Comparison report [6].

Sensitivity analyses are performed to determine which variables contribute the

most to the uncertainty in the model predictions. They are predicated on the

assumption that the correct conceptual model is being used. These analyses

highlight variables that should be the focus of further investigation (use of

time and financial resources) in an effort to reduce the uncertainty in the

CCDF. Because these analyses are part of an iterative procedure, the results

of one analysis can be used to direct the use of resources to improve

information used in the next calculation.

The concentrations of radionuclides in a brine exiting a repository room or

drift as it migrates up an intruding borehole and the retardation of

radionuclides in the overlying Culebra Dolomite were highlighted as variables

of concern by sensitivity analyses on the 1990 performance-assessment

calculations [4,6]. The radionuclides included in the calculations (those

that are part of the waste inventory and their daughter products) are

americium, curium, neptunium, plutonium, radium, thorium, and uranium. Lead

is assumed to be present in quantities sufficient for concern as a radioactive

daughter product and as nonradioactive lead from shielding that is planned for

disposal. Lead is regulated by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act,



which although separate from the Standard, must also be addressed by the WIPP

Program. Hereinafter, the terms radionuclides and actinides will also include

lead.

A test plan outlining the studies required in repository and radionuclide

chemistry has been developed [7]. Sufficient experimental data on

radionuclide concentrations was not available to form the required input

distributions for the 1990 calculations. Thus, the expert judgment of a staff

member was used in defining the probability distribution of the radionuclide

concentrations. The single loguniform d_stribution assigned to ali the

radionuclides was widely spread (I x I0 "9 to I x 10.3 M) [8]. This factor

contributed to radionuclide concentration being identified as a variable of

major importance in the sensitivity analyses.

Experimental data does exist measuring the retardation of radionuclides by

various media. This retardation is described by means of a distribution

coefficient. The experimental conditions were not always those that may be

encountered in the WIPP disposal system (the media that actually retards the

radionuclides or the nature of the transport fluid). The method of

experimentation typically used batch tests where material was ground up,

thereby disturbing the natural structure. These experiments may not have

produced results that are valid to describe the retardation in an undisturbed

natural system. In addition, not ali of the radionuc].ides which are of

current interest have been previously tested in the laboratory. Even though

experimental data do exist, expert judgment is necessary to interpret the data

to produce the probability distrubutions necessary for the calculations. For

the 1990 calculations, a Sandia staff member provided probability



distributions in a memo. Each radionuclide was considered individually or as

part of a group of two or three similar radionuclides, and distributions were

provided for both the dolomite matrix and the fracture clays.

PROBLEM

Sensitivity analysis has shown that the radionuclide concentrations in a brine

exiting a repository room or drift as it migrates up an intruding borehole and

the retardation of radionuclides in the Culebra Dolomite are two of the

variables that make the greatest contribution to the uncertainty in the

performance-assessment predictions [4]. Radionuclide concentrations had

previously been addressed using one single distribution, rather than

considering the individual solubilities of the radionuclides. This was done

because so few data exist upon which to base a probability distribution. The

importance of retardation in the performance assessment brought about the

reexamination of the process by which the existing data were evaluated to

produce the distributions used in the calculations. In order to obtain

probability distributions in time to be used in the 1991 calculations, expert

judgment was utilized to identify interim probability distributions.

SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

Expert judgmeDt (from individual experts or a panel of experts) is sometimes

used to address technical issues when data are unavailable or available in

limited quantities due to time or resource constraints, and when data must be

interpreted before usage [9,10]. This methodology uses experts from fields or

specialties that are pertinent to the issue at hand. The expert(s) not only

provides a broad perspective on the problem, but the outcome of their work can

often be expressed as numerical data that can be used in computer models.



Expert judgment has been used in areas such as nuclear-reactor risk studies

[9,11] and a study of human intrusion into a nuclear-waste repository [12] .

The key to the successful conduct of an expert panel process is having an

established procedure. This procedure is akin to the protocol established for

a scientific experiment. The judgments and the logic behind the judgments are

clearly documented. The procedure used for the WIPP is based on previous

expert-judgment studies [9,10], and includes the following steps: "(i)

selection of issues, (2) selection of experts, (3) preparation of issue

statements, (4) elicitation training, (5) presentation of issues, (6)

presentation of expert analyses by panel members, (7) discussion of analyses,

(8) elicitation, (9) recomposition and aggregation, and (I0) review by the

panel of experts" [9]. A major component of the procedure is an explicit

statement of the issue(s) to be addressed. This issue statement guides the

search for individuals with the training and experience to address the

issue(s), as well as the efforts of the expert panel. Training the experts

how to synthesize their expertise into probabilities while minimizing

cognitive biases is fundamental to the procedure. A commonly used method of

addressing issues is to break down or "decompose" each issue into constituent

parts that can be more readily quantified. Expert interaction and the sharing

of insights enhance decomposition and analysis of the issues, as does having

access to background information and interacting with staff members working on

the problem. Studying the issues culminates in a session with a normative

analyst (one who has experience in probability elicitation) during which

probability distributions are elicited.



Two separate expert panels were convened to address the separate questions of

radionuclide concentrations and radionuclide retardation. Within the above

procedure, two alternatives were undertaken with the two different panels in

order to test the applicability/success of using external panelists (panelists

from outside of Sandia) or internal panelists (panelists who are Sandia

personnel) in the expert judgment process. The panel determining radionuclide

concentrations in the rooms and drifts was composed of external experts, while

_ha panel determining radionuclide retardations in the Culebra Dolomite was

composed of internal experts. For convenience, the panel concerned with

radionuclide concentrations in the rooms and drifts is called the source-term

expert panel, because these concentrations are the source term for subsequent

calculations of radionuclide releases. The panel concerned with radionuclide

retardation in the Culebra Dolomite is called the retardation expert panel.

Issue Statement

The issue statement outlines the questions to be addressed by the particular

expert panel. The questions must be defined in such a way that there are no

ambiguities or hidden assumptions about the requested judgments. The issue

statement also guides the selection of the expert panel (pertinent areas of

expertise) and drives the work of the panel.

SOURCE-TERM EXPERT PANEL

The source term expert panel was asked to assign probability distributions to

the following: (I) Cid , the equilibrium dissolved mass concentration of the

ith radionuclide in WIPP brines that will be in contact with WIPP wastes; and

(2) Cis, the equilibrium suspended mass concentration of the ith radionucllde

(suspended in the form of colloids or particulates) in WIPP brines that will



be in contact with WIPP wastes. In the above terms, the index i labels the

eight elements of concern in performance assessment: americium, curium, lead,

neptunium, plutonium, radium, thorium, and uranium. The probability

distributions characterize where a fixed, but unknown, quantity might fall.

The fixed quantity is the concentration of a specific radionuclide in a brine

exiting a repository room or drift as it migrates up an intruding borehole.

RETARDATION EXPERT PANEL

The radionuclide retardation expert panel was asked to assign probability

distributions to the spatial averages (over the Culebra Dolomite) of the

following: (I) Kdc i, the distribution coefficient for the ith radionuclide in

clay that lines the fractures in the Culebra dolomite; and (2) Kdm i, the

distribution coefficient for the ith radionuclide in the matrix pore space in

the Culebra Dolomite. Once again, i indicates the radionuclides listed in the

previous paragraph, and the use of the term "spatial averages" indicates the

need to assess a fixed, but unknown, quantity.

Expert Select%on Process

The purpose of the expert-selection process was to attempt to select the most

qualified individuals available. The three basic steps in this process for

the source-term panel were initial nominations, nominee identification, and

expert selection. For the retardation expert panel, the effort was aimed at

identifying the Sandia personnel with the required expertise.



SOURCE-TERM EXPERT PANEL

Initial Nominations

Betweer 31 January and 5 February 1991, _erso_ with sufficient knowledge to

nominate persons to serve on the radionuclide source-term expert pa_'el were

identified and contacted by telephone.

Nominee Identification

The nominees s_gges_ed by the i_itial nominators were contacted by telephone.

During the conversations, those individual_ with definite time conflicts, with

a self-determined l_ck of interest or expertise, with an economic stake in the

results (current contrac_ with Sandia), or with a potential conflict as part

of an oversight organization (e.g., the National Research Council's Board on

Radioactive Waste Management or the WIPP Panel of the Board) were removed from

consideration. Ali nominees were asked to provide the names of additional

individuals who would be qualified to serve on the expert panel.

Selection of Experts

The selection committee was composed of two individuals who are not part of

the Sandia staff. The members of the selection committee were provided with

copies of the nominees' resumes several days prior to the selection meeting,

as well as a copy of the issue statement. With the initial screening of

candidates being accomplished on the telephone, the selection committee

evaluated the nominees on the following criteria: tangible evidence of

expertise; professional reputation; and a balance among the experts to provide

l

the needed breadth of expertise. For this activity, the judgment of experts

in the fields of actinide and brine chemistry are required. Based on these

criteria, four experts were selected:



Dr. Carol J. Bruton, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Geochemistry;

Dr. l-Ming Chou, U.S. Geological Survey, Geochemistry;

Dr. David E. Hobart, Los Alamos Natiopal Laboratory, Actinide Chemistry:

and

Dr. Frank J. Millero, University of Miami, Rosenstiel School of Marine an_

Atmospheric Science, Physical Chemistry.

RETARDATION EXPERT PANEL

In contrast to the experts on the source-term panel, the experts for the

radionuclide retardation expert panel are Sandia staff members. Within the

WIPP program, individuals in the Fluid Flow and Transport Division are

responsible for providing the distribution coefficients to be used in the

calculations. Dr. Craig F. Novak, a Division staff member involved in this

program was selected as one of the experts. Dr. Malcolm Do Siegel, formerly

of the Division and currently conducting similar inquiries for the Yucca

Mountain Project was selected as a second expert. Dr. Robert G. Dosch, who

conducted some of the early WIPP retardation experiments, but who is no longer

working on the WIPP Program, was the third member of the panel.

Expert Task Assignment

SOURCE-TERM EXPERT PANEL

The source-term expert panel met in Albuquerque, New Mexico, on March 7-8,

1991 and again on April 8-9, 1991. During the first meeting, the experts were

given an introduction to the WIPP Program and the performance-assessment

effort. A considerable amount of time was spent in providing the panelists

with information regarding performance-assessment modeling,

wasteform/backfill/closure characteristics, disposal-room chemistry, and the

Sandia experimental program on radionuclide chemistry. In addition, the



panelists received training in expert judgment/probability elicitation.

During the first meeting the panelists were also presente¢l with _n issue

statement describing the human-intrusion scenarios, the computer program that

models the brine inflow to and outflow from the rooms and drifts, and the

statement of the problem, as well as published papers and reports identified

from a literature search.

During the intermediate study period, the panelists spent time reading the

background material, developing the methodology that would permit creation of

the ranges and probability distributions, and preparing draft text as an

explanation of their findings. They were also asked to include

recommendations for future research or any other points that each expert

believed should be addressed. As experts in their fields, these individuals

were expected to bring to these deliberations the knowledge gained through

their own research.

RETARDATION EXPERT PANEL

The retardation expert panel was also organized around several meetings. As

ali of the panelists were familiar with the WIPP, no background information

was provided. Two short meeting were held on April 12 and 23, 1991 to discuss

the issue statement and the assumption required by the modeling system (a

fixed, but unknown, quantity representing the spatial variability of the

parameter). The period between the second and third meetings (approximately

one month) was available for the panelists to examine the existing clara base

and discuss the results with each other. The third meeting, held May 29 and

30, 1991, involved the expert judgment elicitation training, a discussion

among the panelists as to the cases and assumptions to be used during the

m



elicitation, and the actual elicitation sessions. The experts were elicited

separately, at the request of one of the panelists. Each panelist provided

distributions where they were able. Incompleteness resulted in so_e cases

from a lack of knowledge about a particular radionuclide.

During the course of the discussion prior to the elicitation, the panelists

agreed that two further cases involving transport fluids would be considered

along side of the two requested in the issue statement. The two transport

fluids to be considered were: (I) a fluid in which the ratio of the amount of

Salado brine to Culebra brine is large; and (2) a fluid in which the ratio of

the amount of the Salado brine to the Culebra brine is small. The Salado

brine is the brine that exists in the formation at the repository horizon and

would be expected to be the fluid in which the radionuclides would become

dissolved or suspended. The Culebra brine is the brine that exists in the

formation where retardation is expected to take piace. The Salado brine has a

higher salinity than the Culebra brine. The two additional cases were to

represent the impact on retardation of the high-salinity transport fluid.

There is some information that a higher-salinity water reduces retardation.

RESULTS

So,_ce-Term Expert Panel

This panel was selected, i_ _zr_, eo include a balance in the areas of

expertise. During both the first meeting and the intermediate study period,

it became apparent that the panelists were, in fact, complementary in their

areas of expertise rather than redundant. At the first meeting, the panelists

also began to work as a team---dividing the problem into areas of specific

responsibility and providing a structure for assembling the individual



judgments to obtain a single distribution codifying the collective judgment of

the panel. In addition, the group of experts decided to be elicited together

to produce one set of results. A consequence of the group elicitation is that

the unc_;rtainty expressed by specific experts could not be measured. However,

many of the interexpert differences were captured d_iring the elicitation

process resulting in more widely disbursed probability functions.

RAW DATA

The preparation for elicitation iz_,olved extensive literature review, computer

modeling, and calculation on the part of the panel members. The calculations

were performed using a standard brine that simulates the brine in the Salado

Formation as the solvent [13]. These efforts resulted in the determination of

the oxidation state(s) in which the radionuclides would exist in the WIPP

rooms and drifts. Moreover, the solution and solid species that would coexist

with that particular oxidation state were identified using two regimes. The

first regime was based on the solid species with the highest solubility, and

thus, the highest concentration of the actinide. The second regime was based

on the solid species with the lowest so].ubiiity, and thus, the lowest

concentration. The regime that will be in existence depends upon the chemical

properties within the repository, which are, of course, uncertain and highly

variable throughout the facility. These conditions might include the pH and

ionic strength of the brine, and the presence of carbonate and/or sulfate.

The factor, or factors, controlling each regime may be different for different

actinides.

The assessment of each distribution began by establishing the upper and lower

solubility regimes (defined by the solution and solid species) and the



calculated solubility of each actinide within each regime. The elicited

probability distributions are found in Table I. Because the calculated

solubility is a single number that does not incorporate any uncertainty, it

was necessary to account for uncertainty in both the calculated value and the

underlying conditions, such as pH. Typically, the calculated value would be

used to establish a fractile, often either the 0.i0 or 0.90 fractile, of the

distribution:. The absolute lower (0.00), or upper (I.00), and point of the

distribution w_s obtained by considering the sensitivity of solubility to the

underlying brine chemistry. For example, the calculated lower solubility

limit for Americium (III) (_olid species AmOHCO3) was found to be 5 x 10 "11 M.

The absolute lower limit of the distribution was judged to be 5 x 10 "14 M.

This judgment was obtained through consideration and discussion of the

sensitivity of solubility to pH. In a similar manner, the upper 0.90 fractile

was set equal to the calculated solubility with the solid speciation Am(OH) 3.

The calculated value is 1.4 x 10 -3 M, and the absolute upper limit was judged

to be i .4 M.

The interior fractiles (0.50, 0.25, and 0.75) were obtained after the 0.i0 and

0.90 fractiles and the endpoints were established. Where possible,

concentration data from well water (J-13) from the N_vada Yucca Mountain site

was used with a correction for fro ionic strength difference between the J-13

water and the WIPP A brine to determine the 0.50 fractile. For the

determination of the 0.25 and 0.75 fractiles, one speciation, in some cases,

was thought to be more likely, resulting in a skewed distribution. In other

cases, both speciations were thought to be likely, or to perhaps coexist, so

that the assessed distribution was more symmetric and either bimodal or flat.
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The assessments for radium and lead require special comment because they are

the only ones based on the presence or absence of specific

c°mplexants--carbonate and sulfate. For radium, the solubility is controlled

by the solid species RaSO 4 and (Ra/Ca)S04 if sulfate is present. In the

absence of sulfate, but in the presence of carbonate, RaCO 3 and (RaCa)C03

control the solubility. If neither sulfate ..or carbonate is present, then

RaCI2"2H20 will be the solid species. In the case of lead, the solid

speciation depends upon the presence of carbonate but not sulfate. If

carbonate is present, the solid speciation is PbC03, otherwise, PbCl2.

The expert panel had considerable difficulty dealing with colloids because of E

a lack of experimental data and physical principles governing their formation.

There was some diversity of opinion about the significance of colloids. One

expert placed an upper limit on the concentration of colloids of 10% of the

concentration due to solubility. Another expert '-'uggested that for some

actinides, such as plutonium, the concentration due to co_le_a I formation maybe greater than that due to

activity coefficients embody solubility. Another suggestion was that the

distributions reflect the pres some colloid formation and thus the assessed

ence of both dissolved and suspended materials.

The panel did not believe they could make judgments about su_:pended solids

concentrations at the present time. They planned to include recommendations

for future experi_ents related specifically to colloids in a final panelreport.

Correlations between the concentrations assigned to the radionuclides were

discussed briefly by the panel. The consensus was that correlations do exist, E

possibly between Am(III) and Cm(lll), and between Np(IV) and Pu(IV). The

i



panel is expected to address this issue in a forthcoming report of their

findings.

Retardation Expert Panel

In contrast to the work of the source-term expert panel, which was largely

theoretical in nature, the judgments of the retardation expert panel involved

interpreting experimental data, not all of which was performed _nder the

experimental conditions expected at the WIPP. This process highlighted the

need for more experimental results. The panelists disagreed on which

radionuclides, if any, behave similarly and can thus be assigned similar

distributions. Two of the three experts (not always the same two individuals)

grouped americium and curium together, grouped uranium and neptunium together,

and grouped lead and radium together. In addition there was no agreement as

to the impact of the transport fluid on the distribution coefficient. Only

two of the three experts assigned distributions that varied with the transport

fluid. The individual probability distributions are shown in Tables 2, 3, and

4.

The results from one of the experts were not combined with those of the other

experts and were not used in the 1991 calculations. Two of the experts

provided points on probability distributions that reflect their best judgments

about the possible levels of retardation. The third expert provided upper

bounds on the fractiles of a probability distribution, rather than providing

the actual fractiles. For example, a typical question asked during the

elicitation session is: "What value is the retardation coefficient equally

likely to be above as below?" The response from the third expert would be

similar to: "The evidence shows that the value that the retardation



coefficient is equally likely to be above as below is not greater than X, _

where X is a numerical response. Because the responses from this individual

are fundamentally different from those provided by the other experts, any

attempt to aggregate them would lead to an end product having no interpretable

meaning. The assessments provided by the third individual are similar to

those he provided last year and which were used in the 1990 calculations [6].

Cumulative Distribution Functions

Based on the Maximum Entropy Formalism (MEF) [14] , the points on the

cumulative distribution functions (CDF) provided by the expert panels were

joined by straight lines to form piece_Tise-linear CDFs. The MEF is used when

developing probability distributions in order to maximize the entropy

(uncertainty) of the system subject to constraints (in this case, the elicited

fractiles) [15].

The CDFs thus developed replaced the previous distributions in the

performance-assessment secondary data base (interpreted data) [16] and were

sampled for use in the 1991 performance-assessment calculations.

Comparison of Alternative Procedures

While the probability distributions developed by the two panels cannot be

compared because they addressed dissimilar topics, the workings of the panels

and other outcomes can be compared. The differences between these aspects of

the panels may be attributed to whether they are internal or external, and the

resulting perception, motivation, and organization of the panels. By

requiring the use of only Sandia personnel, as in an internal panel, the pool

of individuals for consideration is reduced. This has implications not only



in the breadth of experience of the panelists, but also in the perception of

the panel. Review groups may think that the depth and breadth of expertise

are inadequate if the search for experts is so limited. Along the same lines,

review groups may question the results merely because they were produced by an

internal panel and the perceived motivational biases that could impact the

results. Motivational biases arise because of the closeness of the expert to

the project and the impact of the elicitation results on existing and planned

experimental programs with which they may be involved.

Another important factor to consider when using expert panels is whether or

not there is a formalized relationship between the panel and the Performance-

Assessment Division (PA Division). This is reflected in both the time and

effort that are allotted to the project and in the team building that takes

piace. With an external expert panel, the PA Division contracts with the

individuals or their organizations for their time. Panelists are selected, in

part, on their ability to participate during the study period. Internal

panelists (if working in other divisions) have other responsibilities and may

not be able to devote specific blocks of time to the project. The external

panel is convened, provided with the same training and background information,

and spends time together during these sessions. In this way, a team mentality

is fostered, which may not be there in the less structured format of an

internal panel. Even if experts are to be elicited separately, the sharing of

views is an important aspect of the process. Publication of these results in

the open literature is encouraged, but may not take piace outside the context

of a team, as may occur in an internal panel. Experience with both an

internal and an external panel leads the authors to recommend the use of

external panels in future studies.



CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions can be drawn from this comparative study of expert-

judgment processes. First, while probability distributions for the

concentrations of dissolved radionuclides were developed, the source-term

expert panel was unable to develop probability distribution& for the

concentrations of suspended radionuclides. The 1991 calculations did not

address suspended radionuclides specifically. Their inclusion is dependent

upon further study. Second, the retardation expert panel members were able to

assign probability distributions to distribution coefficients for both the

matrix and fracture conditions and for two different transport fluids. Third,

the PA Division has developed a procedure that involves redoing expert panels

on significant parameters to incorporate additional experimental data.

Updated probability distributions would be used in the subsequest iterative,

annual calculations. Fourth, this process was conducted in such a manner that

lends credence to the use of expert judgment as a means of developing interim

probability distributions when experimental data are lacking, and as a means

of interpreting existing experimental data to develop the necessary ,

probability distributions. Fifth, the PA Division is continuing to conduct

expert panels and is responsible for the procedure and the end use of the

elicited material. _us, the PA Division must make decisions about whether

certain results can actually be used, and support these decisions. Sixth, the

use of external panels is preferred to using internal panels for future

parameter studies.
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